Minutes of trustees’ meeting on 29 March 2017, held at 7 Stradella Road
In attendance: Beth Barber/Antonia Gross (Chair), Rosie Love (Treasurer), Liz Day, Lucie Russell, Chris Smith,
Martin Lewis, Katie Styles, Kate Sebag (Director)
Apologies:
Linsey Macdonald (Secretary), Derek Hoare
1. The minutes of the meeting held 18 January 2017 were approved although certain action points were held over
to this meeting and beyond as detailed under action points below.
2. Rosie presented the financial report for the past quarter plus very first draft of end of year accounts for 16/17.
There is still another week of transactions plus some pensions and NI payments to be included in the latter
document to take us to full year end but they gave an indication of financial performance this year. Draft end of
year accounts to be circulated to trustees by end April. RL and KS will then compare draft accounts to budget for
the year and report back to next meeting.
Accounts appear to show surplus of £17k on restricted funds line. RL to investigate further to uncover whether
this is a genuine surplus or whether it can be explained by phasing of grant payments and our cash accounting
system.
RL has approached our generous pro bono auditor and is waiting to hear back regarding his time commitments
over the next few months but aim is to have audited accounts available by end of June in good time for inclusion
in Annual Report due late July/August.
In other financial news the new processes for receipts/expenses and raising/chasing invoices through
Quickbooks are working well.
3. Staff reports from EO, CG and Director were reviewed. Continuing concern was expressed at continued low
volunteer numbers on Fridays (Saturdays are picking up a little) but KSe noted that this quieter day provides an
opportunity to host corporate groups and possibly targeted volunteer sessions on Fridays (latter plan is funding
dependent at present).
4. Current status and future of the action groups were debated and it was generally agreed that:


The action groups should be restyled as advisory groups to meet as and when the needs of the
organisation/staff require;



There should be quarterly financial meetings to review progress against budget and look at future
funding needs.



KS to make staff aware of the expertise that exists in the organisation and of the willingness of trustees
and other volunteers to assist with topics falling within their skillsets;



There is still more work to be done in expanding organisation knowledge fo the skills and experience of
the volunteer body;



There is currently a gap in our organisation structure around strategic planning which will be addressed,
in part, when KS produces first draft of the business plan. Target is to have draft ready for preliminary
discussion at next meeting of the Board.

5. EB presented the results of her investigations into Gift Aid (with thanks to KSt and her contact, Paul Relf at
Princes Trust for their assistance in this matter). It was agreed that our current levels of donations don’t justify
the extra admin burden but what we need to be doing is increasing levels of donations .
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6. MS and AG reported back on Data Protection matters. A draft policy has been produced and a number of
additional sources of data that will also need to be covered by the policy and procedures have been identified.
Policy is likely to be a working document for a few months until practical implications and any teething problems
have been ironed out.
7. LD raised question whether BPCG should be working towards Investors in Volunteer Standards. KSe noted that a
commitment to working toward shese standards is a condition of our Esmee Fairbairn grant in any case. All
agreed that the standards represented good best practice guidelines and that we should be observing/improving
our practice to reflect the standards whether or not we decided to make the investment in paying to be formally
assessed for the Investors in Volunteers Award.
8. Question of BPCG becoming a dementia friendly organisation was raised again. Decided that the accessibility of
our site would be a practical constraint on meeting these standards. However, it might be possible to host a
dementia awareness training session for volunteers at the Greenhouses at some future point.
9. KSe noted that Rory has decided that he has too many other commitments to join the Board at this stage in time
but we will keep in touch should his other commitments ease in the future.
10. AOB:
a) Lambeth have finally indicated a possible timescale for undertaking the necessary repairs to the storage
sheds. KSe to continue to liaise with Lara and Angela and to ask whether we can be provided with a copy of the
schedule of works relating to these repairs.
b) Security was discussed following last week’s vandalism incident. Parkwatch, BPCP and Lambeth have all been
notified about the incident which is also relevant to ongoing discussions between Lambeth and the Metropolitan
police regarding locking of the Park at night. CS reported that he had found a knife in the Walled Garden possibly
belonging to one of the young people who had broken in to our site and caution in confronting the trespassers
was recommended. All to think about the issue but to date we have not found an adequate deterrent which also
retains our welcoming community feel.
11. The next meeting of trustees will be on 17 May 2017, 6.30pm at the Greenhouses.

Action points:








RL to circulate draft end of year accounts to the Board by end April.
RL and KSe to meet to compare end of year accounts against budget for the year and report back to next
trustee meeting.
RL to investigate notional surplus on restricted funds and report back.
KSe to reiterate to staff that expertise of trustees and volunteers is available to be consulted as required.
ML and AG to continue to work on data protection policy and procedures (and to purchase shredder). Resulting
guidelines to be circulated and staff/volunteer training initiated as required.
KSe to review her thinking on Investors in Volunteers Standard and report back to the Board within an
appropriate time frame.
KSe to request schedule of works relating to the Shed repairs.

Action points carried over from last meeting:
 ML to undertake review of relevant H&S legislation/regulatory frameworks and report back to the Board.
 EB, KSe, KSt, LD to meet before next trustee meeting with a view to developing an appropriate M&E framework.
 KSe to arrange visits to education buildings around south London and circulate dates.
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